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Master internship proposal

Combining dimensionality reduction and feature detection, with applications to molecular data analysis

Keywords: molecular simulation, high-dimensional spaces, dimensionality reduction, feature detection, novelty detection, clustering, local models.

Context: Molecular simulations based on molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations generate massive data in a sequential manner – that is one gets a time series of conformations, ranging in size from millions to billions. These data are inherently high-dimensional, as a molecule with \( n \) atoms (say \( n = 5000 \) for a medium sized protein) has a configuration space of dimension \( 3n \) in cartesian coordinates.

To exploit these data, a classical strategy is dimensionality reduction (DR) on the pooled dataset, so as to find out a small number of collective coordinates accounting for macroscopic properties of the system. For example, in using principal components analysis, these collective variables are linear combinations of the original coordinates. Naturally, the non-linear nature of the data prompted the application on non-linear DR methods, such as isomap \([DMS+06]\) and diffusion maps \([CLL+05, RZMC11, NAKH14]\).

Goals: Currently, DR methods are used on the pooled dataset. The goal of this internship will be to design more local DR methods, by combining ideas from dimensionality reduction, feature detection \([MJ15]\), and discrepancy analysis \([CL15, LC15]\). These methods will also be aware of distance concentration phenomena \([CTP11]\), which may jeopardize the analysis carried out. In doing so, the goal will be to single out regions of the configuration space where specific variables are at play. In a second step, these models will be used to monitor the novelty production of a simulation, to check whether new regions of the conformational space are being discovered along time.

Background. Master in theoretical computer science, or applied mathematics, or bioinformatics/biophysics,

Misc. Ideally, the MSc will be followed-up by a PhD thesis.
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